Humanitarian Update #88

as of January 26, 2024
UCCA was honored to facilitate a donation to Kharkiv’s Aza Nizi Maza Art Studio. This Art Studio is a refuge for many children, given that the bombing of Kharkiv by Russia continues to this day.
UPDATE

Operation: Against the Cold

Boxes of warm/heated socks continue to be distributed to end users... those serving on the frontlines, like...
The 12th Separate Army Aviation Brigade
To troops serving in Odesa...

...to the Georgian Legion
To Ukraine’s marines and other various troops serving in the East
...the warm/heated socks are reaching those who need it most.
UCCA sends portable generators to Luhansk...
...and to Ukraine’s defenders in Kherson Oblast.
During the second winter of Russia’s genocidal war against Ukraine, UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous support. Your donations enable us to focus on what is necessary to keep our fighting men and women, along with the millions of internally displaced people, fed, warmly clothed, sheltered and healthy through provision of vitally-needed supplies.

We pride ourselves that UCCA aid quickly reaches those in need – nothing is held up in storage and no middlemen – we only work with our trusted and vetted partners.

Always remember, 100% of our contribution is donated directly to assist Ukraine – no monies are used for overhead or administrative costs.